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A lineup of Teague, Jamal, Damien, Josh Powell and Zaza played the entire fourth quarter and nearly 
beat a Heat crew that included LeBron for 12 minutes, D-Wade for 10 and Bosh for 6.

•

That’s an aberration but it also was the kind of spirited play that’s been missing since the Hawks beat 
Boston. The Hawks had been searching for something good in these meaningless games and finally got 
it.

•

Still, is the play of the bench in this game going to mean more for Atlanta’s series vs. Orlando than the 
play of the starters over the last three games? The guys that play the most minutes got drilled by the 
Heat two nights after they couldn’t put down Washington’s D-Leaguers.

•

At least nobody got hurt. “The main thing is to be healthy because that’s been our Achilles’ heel the last 
two years,” Smoove said.

•

Marvin played 19 (productive and efficient minutes) and Josh logged 24 (pretty good, especially on the 
offensive boards, but for a couple untimely turnovers) minutes.

•

Josh said the knee came out OK. “It feels all right,” he said. “It might be a little sore tomorrow. There 
was a little bumping and it was physical. I will ice it and take my time with it. For the most part I felt 
comfortable. I had to get my timing down in that first half but when I finally got it in the second half it felt 
good.”

•

L.D. said he never considered sending his starters back in and can’t say I blame him. The bench guys 
were simply better tonight.

•

The fourth-quarter crew was 8 of 14 in the paint. The Hawks were 13 of 25 from that range in the other 
three quarters.

•

Sometimes it’s better to be good than deep. The Heat’s All-Star trio outscored the Hawks 49-46 in the 
first half and tallied 70 for the game. That nullified Atlanta’s a 44-14 advantage in bench scoring.

•
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Bibby came in clearly motivated and outplayed Hinrich. It’s one thing for Hinrich to struggle to stay with 
Lowry and Parker, something else to let Bibby get to the rim more times in one game than he did in the 
previous 17 with the Heat.

•

That’s not an exaggeration.•
Hinrich was no better offensively, either. By my recollection, all but one of his six missed shots were 
clean looks. He just doesn’t look comfortable out there and his body language was bad tonight.

•

L.D. mentioned the other day that he would have liked to give Hinrich a break and he sure looks like he’s 
aged a lot in like three weeks. If that’s the case, then it’s just another reason for Teague to get more 
burn (and, yes, it’s a problem that the Hawks are still trying to figure things like this out in Game 81).

•

I thought the Hawks moved the ball well in the second quarter (8 for 16 field goals, 5 assists) but the 
Heat turned up the D and didn’t allow anything easy. At the same time the Heat made 4 of their 5 long 2-
point jumpers and scored nine points off five Hawks turnovers.

•

The Heat were just 1 for 4 on long jumpers in the third quarter and 0 for 5. They scored 17 points in the 
third and 19 in the fourth. “Their reserves came in with a lot of energy and they went to the zone and that 
confused us at first,” LeBron said.

•

Powell was a team-high plus-5 in 23 minutes and scored on a tip dunk and another dunk on a pass from 
Zaza to pull the Hawks within 86-85. He also set up a Damien basket with an offensive rebound.

•

“I thought J.P. came in and gave us some muscle down low, some energy down low,” Drew said. “I 
thought he played with a physicality.”

•

But before that good sequence Powell wiped out a Teague layup with a goaltend. Down the stretch he 
missed a 20-footer, had his shot blocked by D-Wade, fouled James Jones for a 4-point play on a late 
closeout in the zone defense and was called for charging with the Hawks down 96-90.

•

The Heat’s stars got some suspect calls but the Hawks can’t complain too much when they got Miami’s 
bigs in foul trouble, earned 21 free-throw attempts and made just 12. Josh, Al and Zaza were 4 of 11 
combined.

•

Zaza ticked off yet another opponent. This time it was Big Z, whom he considers a good friend. “I am 
definitely going to call him,” Zaza said. “Or maybe text him, because he might not answer.”

•

It didn’t appear that Zaza did anything dirty on the play that preceded Big Z chucking the ball at him but 
Big Z said Zaza hit him the face on an earlier possession. “That was a lot of contact between that 
particular player and our guys all night but that’s the way it goes sometimes,” Erik Spoelstra said.

•

The flip side of the Hawks competing better with their bench guys is that the Heat had to go all out to win 
against that group. Is this really a team that can take the Celtics in a series?

•

Joel Anthony surely must be tired of getting dunked on by Smoove.•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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